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Foreword
The impact of the social sciences
in the UK - a view from the US
Kenneth Prewitt

It is a pleasant task to write this short guide for American readers, especially those
who might set the volume aside because it is bnly about the UK. Although true that
its immediate focus is the UII the findings and arguments strongly, consistentþ
echo conditions familiar to anyAmerican reader. This comes as no surprise. What
differentiates the social science project in the UK and the US is slight when stacked
up against their similarities. As evidence of this, I offer a small and only illustrative
sample of the similarities: we share common origins in German social thought and
academic practice; we share nearþ identical discþlinary structures based in very
similarþ designed universities; in both countries social science careers are not limited to the academy but in good measure are pursued in the three branches of
government, as well as think tanks, advocacy groups, consultancy firms and business enterprises; social sciences in the UK and US benefit from - and contribute
to - extensive, high quality national statistical systems; in each country funds for
social science come from a mixture of public and private sources (though the US
foundation sector has been a comparativeþ larger funder); the UK and US are
similar in how social science overlaps arts and humanities on the one hand and, also,
biological, natural, and engineering sciences on the other.
At a more fundamental level, the social science enterprise in the UK and in the
US, since their beginnings, have engaged two fundamental projects: deepening the
scientific underst¿nding of social behavior and structures; and, bringing the resulting knowledge to bear on improving social welfare, economic growth, and national
security. In both countries, the'science project' and the'nation-building project'
continually overlap, each feeding offthe other. It is the nation-building project that
motivates a long preoccupation with 'external impact' - that is, in addition to other
scholars and our students, to whom are we talking? Are they listening? Do they get
what we are saying? Are they acting on it in ways that we intended?
To turn more specificaþ to The Impact of the Soci,al Sciences,I first emphasize
that the uS has no comparable study. In one respect, however, this doesnt matter. If
in Im4tact every reference to the uK were redacted from this us edition, American
readers might assume that the country being described was, in fact, their own. For
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example, the various pathways that lead to impact in four elternal sectors - business,
government, civil society, and media - will be familiar to the American reader. As will

concern that the impact of social science is not as broad as it should be, or worries
about the dismal state of public understanding of science, or puzzling over what the
arrival of digital data means for the social sciences, or lamenting that consulting
firms and think tanks are commercializing academic social science without investing
in its infrastructure. Even the cited literature, starting with Lindbloom and Weiss,
signals the US as much as it does the UK.
Impact commissioned an econometric estimate of the economic value of academic social science to the UK government and other external sectors. This effort
concluded that in 2071, Ê\9.5 billion was'spent on the translation and mediation

ofsocial science research by sectors outside universities.'The sectors accounting for
the bulk of this expenditure are the uK government and the banking and finance
sector. The estimate of €19.5 billion is four times the wage bill associated with
academic-based social science.
For the US to match this in absolute terms, the external sectors would be investing $31.3 billion annually on using social science research, and of course a much

higher dollar amount

if the us

investment were adjusted for its comparatively

larger social science sector. The US has no such study, but it does have an extensive
policy enterprise and a large, well-paid cadre of economists working in its finance
industry. Perhaps the four to one ratio would hold true in the US as well.
But I should not push the point of similarity too far. The us does not have, as the
UK does, a government research council that tonsults extensiveþ with the most relevant government department(s) about meeting policy needs and priorities for information and evidence at the same time as the academic needs or interests in this area.'
There is not in the us an;thing similar to the uK's excellence Íiamework, which 'is
providing additional incentives for academics engaging in impact activities', incentives
that are 'mainstreaming impact support within universities'. It is unlikeþ that a survey
ofAmerican social scientists would echo UK findings: social scientists repoft that their
impact comes close to realizing their discþlines'full potential for influence'.
The impact of social science is primarily defined by Bastow, Dunlear,y, and
Tinkler as oisibikty, and is extensiveþ measured through bibliometric, scientometric,
and altmetric methods. These few sentences generally summarize what the uK
study repor-ts about visibility in the arena of public policy:

o
o
.

the government is far more omnivorous than business in at least sucking
in and initially considering new research
social science academics have generally been much more plugged into
government and policy making fthan into the commercial sectorJ
many social science academics have robust links with central
government departments, regional and local governments, regulators,
public sector health care agencies, public corporations or the huge
range of quasi-government bodies.

In general there is in the UK
ence and the government.

a

thick and comfortable relation between social sci-

with

respect to executive branch agencies, this could be
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said of the US. This does not hold with respect to Congress and its control of government funding for social science. As I wlite (November 2O\3), manyvoices in the
US congress question the value of the social sciences and of social statistics, or at
least assert that they are of lower priority than other claims on fecleral funds.' My
own reacling of the US political climate leads me to trace these doubts about the
value of social science to its failure to demonstrate 'usefulness' in national securiff,
econornic growth, and social welfare. This takes us to our final point'
Defining impact as visibility is fine as far as it goes. High visibility, however,
does not directþ translate into high levels of use. Impact and use are not the same
phenomenon. The authors of Impact imply this in the following passages:
Yet the processes involvcd in social scicnce research influenciitg r,r.'itlr:r' clccision-mäking have been relatively little studierì in systematic rvays, ancl consistently uncler-appreciated by obser:r'els outside acad emi a.
Giyen th¿rt social science irnpacts have been rnore discussed than stucliecl, Lhe
available quänlitative evidence on social science itn¡lacts on pcrlic"v inaking is
no erception.
These passages bring to mind a conclusion reached in 1978 by an Arnerican committee appointed by the National Academies of Science/National Research Council,
as reported in Knowledge ønd Policy: The (Jncertctin Connection.2 'fhe report lists

specific steps taken by the government to connect scientific knowledge and policy.
It then concludes:
\4/e lack s¡ntematic er.iclence as to r'Ìrether these stcirs are hal'in.g the results

their sponsols

ìroper

fbr

What knr¡lvleclge clo

ll&D

...

\4¡e possess

that is

reÌer-¿rilt

to the fixnulaticin t¡f social

policy?

RcgleLtabl¡, (ancl ìronicnll¡-), u'e posscss little knon'leclge clbtaiiied through
rescarch that will help ansu-cr this elur:stiort.

More than three decades later', another National Academies committee issued a
similar report, litled tlsing Science as Eoidence in Public Policy.s This Report notes
that in the period between 1978 and 2012, t}re policy enterprise bringing scientific
evidence to bear on policy had steadily expanded, was better funded, became meth-

odologically more sophisticated, and altogether more professional. But the connec-

tion between knowledge and policy was no less uncertain in 2012 than it was in
1978. The research literature on knowledge utilization, well developed in the UK
rl{enneth Plelr{tt, 'Is An1. gglc¡¡¿ S¿rfe?'St1&\¡C , \¡bl 3.{.o lJ }'Iay 2o13, antl 'Thc Cong¡cssionaì \4/ar'
on the Social Scienccsi Pucific Strnttl.cotl.. June 2013.
1L. I¡'¡n. Jr. (Tìd.) (1978) Knotledgt: untl Policl¡: The Lin.c¿rtui¡¿ CorLneúio¡¿. \4¡ashitrgton l)C:
Nalion¿rl Ac¿tlc¡rnics Pless.

Prc.witt,'l'. Sch¡'andt,Nl. St'-af (Eds), (zolz)
ton DC: National Acadernics l'ress.
31(.
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and the us, \Mith its emphasis on constructing þpologies of use, had made little
headway in answering the question we most want to answer: what conditions
explain why knowledge is sometimes used, sometimes not; and even when used, it
is not always as its producers intended.

,' !-

Using Science as Ertidnrueprovides an explanation for this lack of progress - basically
that the focus on strengthening science (e.g., experiment¿l methods in science-basedpolicy, or evaluation of what worls) does not itself offer any systematic explanation of
use. Nor does Im.part's account of the uK offer much beyond anecdote when it briefly
shifu from impact to how and when and where knowledge is used by policy makers.
Impact, as analysed in this volume, is a step toward research on use, in the sense
that an 'invisible' science will not be used. The next step is to focus on use itself.
some preliminary ideas about how to do so are presented in using science as
Eaidcnce. For example, scientific knowledge is used as evidence in policy
arguments, and social science can study what types of arguments are accepted by
policy makers as valid and sound. To approach use from the perspective of policy
argument - a form of practical reasoning - draws attention to the psychological
processes influencing the acceptance of science as evidence, including mental models, schemata, prior knowledge, situated cognition, and related organizational circumstances - as well as institutionaì logics, practices, cultural assumptions.
Of course there is much more to be said about a research agenda for investigating use, but that can wait. Here the concluding thought is obvious. Impact provides a rich tapestry of social science in the UK from the perspective of its visibility
across many sectors externaì to the academy. Although the US has no immediateþ
comparable study, it is easy to make the case that much of what we learn from the
UK is applicable to the US.
However, in neither country has the phenomenon of use itself been adequately
conceptualized from the perspective of the policy makers. It is they who decide
whether to make use of science in policy argument. A careful observer of the
American scene comments that we may have 'a well-developed theoretical and
empirical framework for the'innovativeness'or'productivity'of the research activities that go on within institutions that do research'- here a list of factors similar to
those used in Impctct: citation rates, collaboration networks, patents and patent
citations, and stakeholder involvement. But that is a starting point, not the end
point: 'we have little reason to be confident that the metrics of healtþ research
institutions are also the metrics of potential social benefit.'a
It would be an important step forward if this volume couìd motivate joint uK
and US attention to the research task of figuring out the metrics of social benefit,
and then determining when and why the policy maker connects productive
research to social benefit.

Kenneth Prewitt
Columbia University
November,2O13
aDaniel

Sare'çr''itz(2011) 'Institritioual Ecobg.'ancl the Soci¿rl Outcornes of Scientific Resea¡ch',inT'l¡e
K.H. Fealing (etì.) et al. Stanforcl U press. p. Íì4f.
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